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Chef Alfred Prasad of Tamarind
Collection of restaurants in
London, on what it takes to be a
Michelin Guide favourite

ike many chefs, Alfred Prasad’s
interest in cooking started at home.
“Thanks to my Anglo-Indian mum,
Tamil brahmin dad and living all over
the country, I had a lot of exposure to
diverse cuisines which opened my
mind to the possibilities,” he says.
After graduating from Chennai’s
Institute of Hotel Management in
1993, Prasad went on to train at the
ITC Maurya Sheraton in New Delhi.
Some of you might remember him
from his stint at Dakshin, Sheraton
Park, 12 years ago. “Dakshin is a
great example of a signature restaurant. Chef Praveen Anand was
always interested in research and
understanding the age-old food traditions of South India and that helped
in creating the brand,” Prasad reminisces. But the executive chef of
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Tamarind Collection UK, with three
restaurants to its credit, is in the
news for another reason — his restaurant became ‘the first Indian restaurant in Europe to be recognised
with a Michelin star’ when he joined
the team in 2001 and has been consecutively awarded ever since. This
year, Prasad bagged the title of ‘Chef
of the year’ at the English Curry
Awards and Tamarind has retained
its Michelin Star for the 11th year
(refer Michelin Guide 2013).

Nothing like home

The 39-year-old chef who visits
India twice a year, is a huge fan of
Saravana Bhavan (Cathedral Road)
and loves “the ghee roast there — and
after having one, I know I am home.”
Other places he recommends are The
Bangla (Karaikudi) and UBM Mess
(Near Erode). “Konganadu cuisine
at its best, run by a couple who are
a great inspiration,” he says of the
latter. And about his favourite chefs
he says, “I have a special regard for
home-grown cooks in India who
for generations have upheld fam-
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ily culinary recipes and traditions.
Most of them may not even be able to
read or write but their understanding of food science is incredible!
Their food is also unbelievably consistent,” he insists.

India, on a platter

Having worked with Gordon Ramsay
on Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares,
Prasad says that he is “very easygoing and a lot of fun.” And though
he does not follow TV shows, he says
that these shows have made cooking at home “a very cool trend.”
Commenting on what it is like to run
an Indian restaurant in London, he
says, “The clientele are extremely
knowledgeable, most of whom have
visited India on work or pleasure
and even understand re gional
Indian food. London is considered

I have a special
regard for homegrown cooks in India
who for generations
have upheld family
culinary recipes
and traditions

one of the great gastronomic cities and also
has some of the finest
Indian restaurants in the world.” So
it’s understandable that he feels that
“retaining the star at Tamarind was
a huge and almost daunting responsibility.” A pointer on what it takes?
“Focus on consistency and honesty
in your food,” concludes the chef
who believes that for a chef, “the rule
is, there are no rules!”

— Ryan Peppin

The onion
effect

With her book on Iyengar
cuisine, Vijee Krishnan promises
to turn anyone into a South
Indian food expert

Vijee Krishnan
and Nandini
Sivakumar

crossover

It all started with a kuzhambu.
By chance, a food critic happened to taste Vijee Krishnan’s
karuveppilai kozhambu — a
spicy gravy of curryleaf, dal
and tamarind — reproduced by
a maid whom she had shared the
recipe with, and was so pleased
that she convinced Krishnan to
write a book. Though she took
up cookery and baking classes
for a year after college, it was
not until she got married that
Krishnan, an Iyengar herself,
started learning to cook Iyengar

food. “I decided to create something that anyone would be able
to cook from and put together 60 recipes,” she says. And
thus, with a little help from a
friend and co-author Nandini
Sivakumar, and seven months
of hard work, Why Onions Cry
was born.
Completed last November,
the book has already bagged
the Best Vegetarian Cookbook
from India for 2011 and ranked
among the top three, in the Best
in the World category, by the
World Gourmand Cookbook
Awards in Paris this March.
In addition to the 60 recipes,
there’s information such as how
vegetarian food is supposed to
be served and other facts about
traditional eating practices.
And in case you were wondering, yes, the book does not use
onions (perfect for those with

allergies), garlic, drumsticks
and radish in accordance with
Iyengar cooking traditions.
Since the aim is to enable anyone to be able to cook Iyengar
food, the book was made appealing to the ‘current generation’
and each recipe has a variation
tip, nutrition facts and pointers
on healthy substitutes for some
ingredients. “There are pointers for using vegetables like
bitter gourd as chips and vegetables like pidikarnai (a type
of yam that is rarely used these
days) as sandwich filling,” says
Sivakumar who then shares a
lesser known fact about Iyengar
cuisine, “Using local produce is
one of the rules of traditional
Iyengar cooking, and every
meal is had fresh — no reheating of food is allowed.”

— RP

Easy to replicate

After trying some of the recipes, the team at Le Cordon Bleu, Paris, agreed that
they had perfect outcomes. To Krishnan’s surprise she got requests for recipes
of sipcy pickles. “Expats are starting to love spicy food these days,” she
exclaims, but if you are looking for something not too hot to handle, she reccommends, “The pachidis, kootus and dal-based kozhambus. Even the rasams
(except pepper rasam) are mild. All the festive dishes are non spicy to mild.”
Why Onions Cry will be available at book stores from mid-November.
Published by Helios Books (helioscooks.com)
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